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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
August 30, 1973
TO:

All Members o f t

FROM:

John N. Dur

SUBJECT:

Septembe

The first meeting of the University Faculty for 1973-74,
originally scheduled for the usual meeting time--the
second Tuesday of the month--has been postponed until
Tuesday, September 25, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva . An
agenda will be sent to you in advance of the meeting.
JND:ab
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
September 14, 1973
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

First 1973-74 Meeting of University Faculty

The first 1973-74 meeting of the University Faculty will be
held Tuesday, September 25, at 3:00 .P.·!!!· in the Kiva.
As approved by the Policy Committee, the agenda will include
the following items:
pp. 1-7

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of May 8 and 16, 1973.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Lynn B. Mitchell.

3.

Memorial Minute for Assistant Professor Leo M. Romero
Professor Winslow.

4.

kecommendation of 1973 Summer Session candidates for
degrees -- the deans of the several schools and colleges.
(List to be distributed at meeting.)

5.

Report by President Heady and Vice President Travelstead
on recent developments concerning budget prospects, enrollment, and confidentiality of records: also Legislative committee involvement in such topics as sabbatical
leave policy, moving and recruiting expenses, etc.

6.

Replacementson standing committees and on the University
Community Forum -- the Policy Committee.

p. 8

7.

Degree program in Linguistics -- Dean Wollman and
Professor Oller. (Statement attached.)

p. 9

8.

Report on the Division of Public Administration
Professor Zepper, chairman of the Division's Policy
Committee. (Statement attached.)

9.

Announcement concerning Center for Research Libraries
Dean Harvey.

10.

Progress report by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Faculty
Senate -- Professor Nason.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
September 25, 1973
(Summarized Minutes)
The September 25, 1973, meeting of the University Faculty, held
in the Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3:10 p . m.
with a quorum present.
Upon recommendation by Professor Regener, Susanne Burks,
Albuquerque Journal, was admitted to the meeting.
It was noted that the summarized minutes of the May 8 meeting
should be modified to change the word "missile" to "municipal"
in the third paragraph of page 1. With this change, the summarized minutes of the May 8 and May 16 meetings were approved
by the Faculty.
Memorial Minutes for Professor Emeritus Lynn B. Mitchell and
Assistant Professor Leo Romero were presented by Professor
Alexander and Professor Winslow, respectively. The Faculty
adopted these Minutes by a rising vote and instructed the Secretary to send copies to the next of kin.
A list of candidates for degrees for the 1973 Summer Session was
distributed. After changes in the College of Education, a special
circumstance in the College of Fine Arts, additions in the School
of Law, and minor corrections in the Graduate School listing had
been noted, the Faculty voted to recommend the list of candidates
to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees, subject to the completion of academic requirements.
President Heady reported to the faculty concerning the
September 14-15 Board of Educational Finance meeting on the UNM
campus relative to guidelines for the 1974-75 budget. In the
establishment of these guidelines, the President said, the BEF is
assuming as a basic consideration that there will be very little
change next year from current enrollment figures.
In the matter of student-faculty ratio, he noted that the BEF,
despite opposition from all of the State institutions of higher
learning, adopted last year a five-year projection which would
gradually increase, each year, a ratio which is already high.
He ~aid that under this BEF projection, a 21.9 faculty-student
ratio had been planned for UNM for 1973-74, although the present
ratio appears to be about 21.2, a figure which may remain at that
level for the year or possibly be increased slightly.
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With regard to salaries, the President noted that the BEF guideline adopted last year called for a 5% increase for academic and
professional staff and a 7% increase for non-academic and nonprofessional staff, increases which were actually close to realization for 1973-74; as to 1974- 7 5 guidelines, the President said
that the institutions were requested to make recommendations and
that he had done so after confe r ring wi th the institutional presidents and other representatives. He said that he had proposed an
increase on the basis of $1,200 per FTE faculty member, this being
equivalent to an increase of between 8 and 8~/o for faculty at UNM,
New Mexico State, and New Mexico Tech and an increase of about 10%
for Eastern, Western, and Highlands. The President reported that
the suggested guideline was rejected as being too great an increase
and said that the BEF had adopted a figure of $900 per FTE, equivalent respectively to percentage increases of approximately 6% and a
little over 7% for the two groups of institutions. He stressed the
fact that the figures were only guidelines which still had to be
reviewed by the Department of Finance and Adm.inistration, the Legislative Finance Committee, and others.
With reference to non-academic and non-professional salaries, the
President stated that consideration is being given in Santa Fe to
a 12-13% increase for State employees in similar categories, and
he said that he had suggested to the BEF a corresponding increase
for similar classifications of employees at the institutions of
higher learning. This guideline, he reported, was adopted but no
specific assurance was given for its implementation.
Additionally, the President said, the BEF went on record as being
qgainst any change in tuition rates for 1974-75.
Reporting on this fall's enrollment, the President said that the
main campus head count is 18,981, a 1.8% increase over last fall,
and that there is an all-University head count of 20,123,up 2.5%
from last year. On an FTE basis, he said, the enrollment is up
2% and 3.2% respectively, the latter being very close to the BEF
prediction of 3.5%.
It was noted by the President that UNM is the
only institution of higher learning in the State to show a main~ampus enrollment increase and the only one with an over-all
increase close to the BEF estimate.
Vice President Travelstead said that on behalf of the University
he had requested of the BEF a special appropriation of $78,000 to
help remove inequities in women's salaries at UNM.
Dr. Travelstead reported on a matter involving the confidentiality
of faculty records, now pending in federal court. He said that
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the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission had subpoenaed the
University for (1) the complete records of every faculty member
in the College of Engineering who had left the University since
1970 and (2) all records and files in the College of Engineering
concerning faculty members presently employed. These requests,
he said, had been and would continue to be resisted on the basis
of confidentiality and also because they are considered irrelevant
and immaterial to the charges being pursued by the Commission.
The Vice President also reported on separate meetings during the
summer with the University Study Committee and the Legislative
Finance Committee, topics of discussion having been faculty loads,
outside consulting, recruiting expenses, moving expenses, and
sabbatical leaves. Dr. Travelstead said that the focus of the
Committee's interest involving sabbatical leaves was whether or
not the University had a contractual agreement requiring that a
faculty member return to UNM following such a leave or reimburse
the University for funds received if he did not return. Dr.
Travelstead said that he had furnished statistics indicating that
of 214 sabbaticals granted in the past five years, only three
faculty members had accepted positions elsewhere. He also said
that the Regents' stance, in replying to the LFC's questions,
would be in support of our present policy which carries with it
the understanding and expectation that the faculty member will
return but does not call for contractual stipulations to this
effect.
Professor Wildin raised a question concerning the proposed restriction of "back-to-back" sabbaticals and leaves without pay,
and after dis·cussion it was moved by Professor Howarth that it
is the sense of this Faculty that any change in the leave policy
which would expressly forbid consecutive leaves without pay and
sabbatical leaves is undesirable. After further discussion, including a plea by Dean Adams for flexibility in the granting of
frequent leaves in the case of creative artists, Professor Schmidt
introduced a substitute motion requesting the Administration to
work out suitable language concerning "back-to-back" leaves in
consultation with the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. The
original motion being withdrawn, the substitute motion was approved by the Faculty.
•

President Heady announced that the University Study Committee will
be at the campus October 9 and 10 and that faculty members who so
desire will have an opportunity to meet with this committee.
Professor Hillerman, on behalf of the Faculty Policy Committee,
recommended the following replacements as faculty representatives
on the University Community Forum:
Professors Aragon, Basehart,
Koschmann, and Pace. He also recommended the following changes
on standing committees: Professor Caplan to replace Professor
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LeBaron as chairman of the Curricula Committee, with Professor
LeBaron to remain as a member; Professor George Miller as an
addition to the Curricula Committee representing the Library;
and Professor Priola to replace Professor Palmer on the Graduate
Committee.
These recommendations were approved by the Faculty.
Professor Hillerman also said that the slate of faculty representatives to the Student Publications Board--Professors Guinn
and Lindsey and Instructor Wong--which was presented to the Faculty at its May 16 meeting and returned to the Faculty Policy
Committee for further study, was now being resubmitted and he
recommended Faculty approval. Mr. Hillerman noted that earlier
objections had been withdrawn pending a solution to certain longrange problems involving the Board. The Faculty thereupon approved the nominations.
Professor Spolsky noted several corrections in the proposed
Catalog copy for the Department of Linguistics which was included in the agenda materials, and he then moved approval of the
major and minor in that department.
The motion was seconded
and then approved by the Faculty.
Professor Zepper presented a report for 1972-73 on behalf of the
Policy Committee for the Division of Public Administration, a
report which was requested by the Faculty at its meeting of
May 17, 1972.
It was announced by Dean Harvey that the Library's book collections have been considerably improved by the State Library bond
issue, approved last year by the electorate, and also by reason
of the Library having recently joined the Center for Research
Libraries in Chicago.
A progress report from the Ad Hoc Committee on the Faculty
Senate was presented by the chairman, Professor Nason.
He said
that a first draft for the structure of a Senate would be distributed by mail to all faculty members on approximately
October 15 in anticipation of Committee meetings with departmental and college faculties between October 15 and the end of
Semester I. He said that it was the expectation of the Committee to have a definitive proposal ready by the first week of
Semester II.
The meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW 1EXICO
FACULTY MEETING
SEPTEMBER 25, 1973

The September 25, 1973, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order at three-ten, p.m., by
President Heady with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
order.

Will the meeting please come to

I would like to welcome all of you to the first meeting of the faculty for 1973-74.
I will recognize Professor Regener, who is Chairman
of the Faculty Policy Committee , to make a motion admitting a member of the press to the meeting.

Reporter
Admitted

:;;;, ~ROFESSOR REGENER ·
Mr . President, I move that
Burks of the Albuquerque Journal be admitted to this
meeting.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
Is there any discussion?
(No discussion.)
All in favor say "aye;" opposed,
The motion is carried.
You may stay with us.
Professor Dick is here to act as Parlimentarian.
of

first item is the approval of summarized minutes
and 16, 1973, which were attached with the call

Annroval of
Minutes of
May 8 & 16,

1973
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of t his meetin. I want to call your a ttention to one
error that appears in the minutes that has been corrected .
It is on Pae 1 o the minutes for May 8th, the thi r d
para raph, which says, "A motion by Professor Ehrenberg
to permit several striking missile workers," should read,
"munici al worker." Will you make that correction.
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Those in favor please say "aye;" opposed,
"no." The mbtion is carried . The minutes for those two
meetings are approved.
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I now reco nize Professor Hubert Alexander to present the Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Lynn B.
Mitchell.
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Do I hear a second?
(Seconded)
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Are there any other changes or additions in the minutes
as distributed?

If not, is there a motion to a prove them as distributed?
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Memorial Minute for
Lynn Mitchell

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
On July fifth, 1973, death
overtook one of our most distin uished emeritus professors •
Dr. Lynn Boal Mitchell came to this University in the
year 1912 when it boasted less than one hundred students
and a faculty of fifteen. Almost immediately, Dr. itchell
became a key figure in shaping the educational oals of
this institution and also in promoting the importance of
higher education in the new State of New Mexico.
Lynn Boal Mitchell received his bachelor's de gree
from Ohio State Universit y in 1903, his M. A. and Ph.D .
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from Cornell University in 1904 and 1906, with undergraduate and graduate specialization in Latin and Greek
languages and in ancient history. Prior to coming to
New Mexico, he had tau ht at Winona Academy and at William
and Vashti College where he also served as registrar.
His diversity or services continued at the University of
New Mexico, bein Registr.ar from 1915 to 1917, Dean of
Arts and Sciences from 1917 to 1929, and Director of Summer
Session from 1922 to 1925, He was also longtime chairman
of the Committee on Admissions anq Student Standing, known
to some as the "Canning Factory."
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His own record was distinguished by membership in
Phi Beta Kappa (1905), Phi Kappa Phi (1916) being one of
the founders or the local chapter, Pi Gamma Mu (1928) and
later in Phi Alpha Theta and Theta Alpha Phi. He served
as Vice President of the New Mexioo chapter of the
Classical Association of the Middle West for many years,
and was President of the Classical Section of the New
Mexico Education Association (1915) and of the Schoolmasters Club of New Mexico (1925). His writings included
studies in British Medieval Latin, Vergil's Teachings on
Future Life, The Background of Roman Revolution, A
Medieval Fi ht between Town and Gown, Women of Alexandria
(a mime), and a notable and amusing translation of
Plautus' ostellaria (The Haunted House). Where drama
was concerned, Dr. itchell was at his best, enlivening
many a classroom session with his own enactments of the
characters in the literature being studied.
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His many activities extended beyond administration
and cla3sroom. He collaborated in laying out the first
golf course in Albuquerque, located near the present Newman
Center, and in otherwise encouragin athletics, as by
assigning top priority for the construction of a gym~
hasium when the school had none. He served his country
and the Albuquerque community as director of the Student
Army Training Corps during World War I, and as member and
sometime chairman of Dra~ Board #1, of Bernalillo County
during World War II. Shortly before Pearl Harbor,when
compulsory military service was already depleting college enrollments, Dr. Mitchell wrote the following revealing words to President Zimmerman:
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"The highest inter sts of the nation and of the
Univ rsity are identical. The University has the
duty of contributing to the fullest to the defens
of then tiop in this, or any emergency. After this
present emergenc will have passed, the nation will
need educated young men and women or sound character and balanced judgment to serve in public life
and various professions as a counterpoise to harebrained doctrines which make their appearance after
wars, also to take the places of older educators
who drop out o schools and universities. Cultural
departments, as well as scientific and technical
ones, must carry on."
Perhaps the highest testimonial to Dr. Mitchell comes
from the students. In 1915 the Mirage hailed him as "Dr.
Noblest Roman of them All," and in 1922 an entire issue
honored him, concludin the dedication with these words:
"His insistence on high tandards of scholarship
was matched by teaching of a quality which inspired
scholars. His wise and kindly counsel was a source
of strength and uidance for his colleagues and for
generations of students."
Much of his success, as I personally had amnle occasion
to discover, can be traced to his keen sense of fairness
and justice and above all to his subtle and unfailing
humor, in and out of classroom, and often under, the most
trying circumstances. Lynn Boal Mitchell, let me conclude, was that ty e of man that can only serve to ennoble
the meaning of the term "human nature."
or such, we
must be forever grateful.
Mr. President, [ move that the University Faculty
adopt this Memorial Minute and direct the Secretary to
send a copy to the next of kin.
HEADY
May
Memorial Minute.
(Stanoing
Thank you.
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Professor Winslow will present the Memorial Minute
for Assistant Professor Leo Romero.
PROFESSOR WINSLOW
Leo Romero, Assistant Professor in Psychiatry in the School of Medicine died July 14,
1973 t the age or 48 from compli~ations of cardiac
surgery.
Born in Belen, New Mexico in 1925 he attended high
school in Los Angeles, California prior to enrolling at
the University of New Mexico where he received his Bachelor's de ree in 1951. In 1959 he received his Master's
de ree .in Social Work from the University of California
in Los Angeles and devoted a major portion of the remainder of his life to the field of psychiatric social work.
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Prior to joining the faculty at the University of
New Mexico Medical School in 1965, Leo worked for a number
of years for the State Department of Health and Social
Services and old Bernalillo County Indian Hospital.
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As a native of New Mexico he had a particular
sensitivity for the needs of its citizens, and devoted
. his life to the task of assisting New Mexicans in their
health and social service needs. In 1972 he was in~
strumental in or anizing one of the first Chicano Health
Conferences held in the nation. This conference brought
together in Albuquerque, local, regional and national
health officials to study the health needs of the Chicano
citizen. This conference was so successful that others
around the nation have been modeled after it.
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Leo was a devoted clinician and teacher. Over the
years he was involved in many educational and clinical
programs in the Department of Psychiatry, but he will be
most remembered for his contributions to fields of
marital and family therap •
All of us who worked closely with Leo found him
to be a warm devoted friend, with a keen sense of humor
and an intense devotion to his profession. He will be
sorely missed by his colleagues, his patients, his
students, and his many friends.

Memorial Mi nute for
Leo Romer o
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Mr. President, I move t hi s Memorial Minute be
adopted by the fac ulty and the Se cretary be i ns tructed
t o send a copy to his fami ly .
Will you please rise t o adopt t his Memorial

HEADY
Minute •

(Standing adoption of Memorial Minute. )
When you came in there were copie s o f the list of the Candidates_
Candidates for Degrees for the Summer Session. If any
for De~rees
of you do not have any of these there are copies avai l able.

'I

We will proceed to deal with thi s by as king the
Dean of each College if there are any changes in t he
list as it was distributed. I will call on Dean Wol lman
first.
DEAN WOLLMAN
HEADY

No changes.

Dean Darling .

DEAN DARLING
I have a few changes. On Page 3,
Bachelor 9f Arts in Education, add the name of Ms. Diane
Telep; and also the addition of Mr. Francis Thompson,
Batchelor of Arts in Education.
There are no further changes beyond those.
HEADY
DEAN DOVE
HEADY

The College of Engineering.

Dean Dove.

No changes.
The College of Fine Arts.

Dean Adams.

DEAN ADAMS
There are no changes, but as ecial
circumstance exists in the case of Mr. Blas Sanchz
who is receiving his degree, uoon the recommendation of
the college faculty, with 126 total hours rather than
128. If there are any questions as to these circumstances I will be pleased to answer.
HEADY

Are there any questions of Dean Adams?

9-25-73
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Dean Murray, College of Nursing.

DEAN MURRAY

No changes.

HEADY
Dan Rehder, School of Business and Administrative Sciences.
DEAN REHDER

'I 9!llmll.

s~sd~

HEADY

Dean Huber, University College.

DEAN HUBER
HEADY

No changes.

No changes.
Dan Na olitano, School of Medicine.

PROFESSOR WINSLOW
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Dean Benedetti, Graduate School.

DEAN BENEDETTI
On Pages 11 and 12, Doctor of
Philosophy, there is a minor correction in three cases;
Koy Melvin Floyd is listed as Doctor of Education,
Administration and Supervision and that should read
ducational Administration; the same change should be
recorded below ·that for William Dumont Greenfield, Jr.;
and also on Page 12, the same change for James Paul
iller.

0

n

HEADY

There are no changes .

sd

sn

HEADY
Is tnere a motion to approve the degree
list as submitted and submit the list to the re~ents
for final approval?

a

DEAN WALKER
I have two additional names for
the Law School, would this be the ap ropriate time to
o that?

!

were none on this list so
if there are some from the Law School we should have
that now.
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WALKER
There are two:
John W. Justice.

Bryan

c. Desmond and

•
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HEADY
Those are candidat s for the Doctor J.D.
degree, is that right?
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That is right .
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HEADY
With those additions, two from law and
two from education, and the change in designation of
degree, could we have a motion to a prove the Degree List?
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Is there a second to the motion?
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Seconded.)
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Is there any
(No discussion.)
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HEADY
Those in favor please say "aye;" opposed,
"no.
The motion is carried.
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The next item is a report which I have been asked to
make along with ou~ Vice President Travelstead on a
number of items of interest dealing with r.ecent developments, which are listed in the Call for the Meeting.
Vice President Travelstead and I have decided we will
divide this up by having me talk briefly about budget
prospects for 74-75 insofar as thev. can be predicted at
all now, and also about enrollment for the current
academic year. Then he will comment on some of the other
matters and we will be glad to answer questions about
any of these matters or comment on other things you might
want to ask about.
We are now at th point, although it is only September of: 1973, or plannin for the fiscal year 1974-75,
which begins next July l. The first major step in that
~recess ts for us to submit our requirements -- statement
of requirements to the Board of Educational Finance,
which the Board of Education 1 Finance and its staff
then reacts to in accordance with bud~et · guidelines that
are adopted by the Board.

Budg;et Prospects for

1q74 - 75

9-25-73
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On September 14 and 15 the Board of Educ tional
Finance had a meetin on this uidelines matter here on
our campus. I want to report to you what action th
Board took on the several matters that they ordinarily
adopt uidelines about at this stage.
First, they tried to make some kind of an estimat
Enrollment
about the enrollment ituation for the following academic
year and that is a very puzzlin matter to ever on at
this point. So, the merely assume that there robabl
will be very little change in the next academic year in
the system or individual institutions from enrollments
for this academic year or this current semest r. There
may be some refinements of that later because at that time
we had only very preliminary information about what actual
enrollments were oin to be at the various institut ons
for this fall. At any rate, there i no anticipation b
the Board of Educational Finance or by it staff o substantial changes for next year over this
Thy ar
expecting a rather static enrollment.

e

On the very important matter of student-faculty
StudentFaculty
ratios, the Board has considered this every year, and the
i~stitutions have all argued for a more favorable student- Ratio
faculty ratio than the current one. Tlie Board has one
on record year after ear as
havin as its objective
a student-faculty ratio which is more favorable to its
terms, which means more students er faculty ember. I
believe last year the Board adopted a five-year projection
as to what it hoped to achieve b way of nud ing up the
student-faculty ratios year o year for all of the institution.
They did
oint that their, objectives
with re ard to New exico State University and
University of New Mex co should be identical in that there
was no reason to distin uish between the two universities
as the Board sou ht in stud nt-facult
atio.
m ht
say, prior to that time N w Mexico tate for a numbe of
years had had a more favorable student-faculty ratio th n
have had, so in a sense that decision of the Board
a/ ain for . us.
At the meetin

week before last there was not any
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crystal clear guideline that was adopted by the Boar d ,
beca se it was recognized that at most of the institutions
there was either no increase in enrollment or there was
a decline in enrollment, and that moving from the tudentfacultv ratio this year at those institutions to what the
BEF had projected earlier would be a very d ficult adj ustment faced with that enrollment situation. So, as I
underst nd what they did, although I have not seen the
formal minutes of the meeting, they instructed the st f
to analyze the situation on an institution-by-institution
basi , and where it was feasible to recommend some movement vital at those institutions where the staff thou ht
some chan~e could be made as provided for by the Board of
Educational Finance.
What had been planned for us for this year was a
21.9 to 1 ratio. That is countin~ faculty onlv, and with
faculty and teaching assistants included the ratio for
us projected for this year was 16.9. The estimate at the
time of the BEF meeting for this year is that actually we
would have about a 21. 2 ratio as again's t that planned
ratio of 21 . 9. So, as near as I can guess about the
situation it would be that we will either remain at about
21 . 2 where we , presumably, are this year or we may be
nudged up somewhat toward the 21.9 figure which is where
the BEF had intended for us to be this year.
With regard to salaries, the Board sets the guideline with regard to salaries for academic and professional
staff in one category , and for non-academic and nonprofessional in the second major cate~ory. The gu deline
they adopted a year ago for the year we are now in was
a five percent increase for academic and a seven percent
for non-academic .
That is very close to what actually
was possible and was done at this institution on the
ba is of legislative action durin the session.
As to uidelines or 197~-75, the institutions were
asked for what recommendations they had to make. I made
a request on behalf of UN. and several other institutions,
aft r conferr1n~ with Presidents and reoresentatives of
other institutions, that with re~ard to facult the BEF
approve an increase that would be on the basis of
1,200 . 00 per FTE faculty member for each institution.
'!O Sd >(9 W

sdj

j

Salaries
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That would be a do l lar amount calculated that w y and
that would be the e quivalent on the basis of our facult y
salaries at UNM and also in connection with New Mexico
State and New iexico Tech of slightly over eight percent, between i ght and eight and a half percent, I
believe.

b
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For Ea tern New Mexico, Western and Hi hlands it
would be a ercenta e of about ten percent. The reason
we made this proposal, which did have supnort of t he
different types of institut i ons, was that we were quite
certain from ast experience that the BEF would take an
approach which was intended not to widen the disparit
in avera e salaries between UN, New Mexico State n
Tech on the one hand and on the other the other institution. A flat dollar amount per FTE-faculty has that
effect as I have indicated by giving you those percentage
fi ures.
I wi h I could report that the Board o
inance had adopted that suggested uideline but the did
not. Their reaction .wa that that was considerably too
much. What they ended up doing was adopting instead of
$1,200.00 per FTE-faculty, $900.00 per FTE-faculty, and
that calculates out at six percent in our case and a litt l e
over seven percent for Eastern New Mexico. So, that ive
you an idea as to the percentage for those two cat cries
or institutions.
I emphasize this is only a uideline by the BEF
and its staff and it does not te~l us a whole lot reall y
about what may happen later as thf pass s throu h the '
Department of Finance and Administration, th Le islative
Finance Committee and others who get into the act lat r
on. I guess ex erience indicates that to ex ect much
ore than wnat the BEF recommends is not a realistic
expectation.
With regard to the non-nrofessional and non-academic,
1t was reported at the BE meeting that consideration
is being iven in Santa Fe for employees in similar
cate orfes in the clas ified st te service of an ad u tment that would b about twelve o thirteen p rcent, f
that
oposal is carried throu h nd a recommendation to

.
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the Le i slat ure by t he St at e Pers onne l Board and then t o the
Governor. So, what we suggested to the Board was that it
adopt as a guideli ne that it would propos a perce ntage
increase for the non-pro essional staff a the institution for highe education which would correspond to what
was be ng proposed for similar cate gories n the state' s
service.
hat was adopted as a guideline. If that
ma eri lizes it 111 be a better response to the needs
of these em loyees than we have rece ved from the BEF i n
the ast.
W hav argued for the last two or three years that
what wen e here at UN anyway was a ourteen or fi teen
pere nt adjustment. A I mentioned arlier, the most
that has been approved by the BE previously wa s a seven
percent adjustment in any given year.
The only other item that they acted on by w yo a
guideline was with regard to tuition rates, and it was
recommended by the staff of the Board and approved by
the Board, that the Board would go on record as agai nst
any change in tuition rates or 1974-75.

Tuition

With regard to enrollment, I want to review with you
Enrollment
the mot ecent informa ion th t we have. This is a report as of Mond
of this week from Dean Weaver in the
Office of Admissions and Records. The headcount total
on the main campus of the University is 18,981 students.
That is a 1.8 ercent increase over a ear ago. The allniver ity count is 20,12 which is a 2.5 increase. That
total includes in addition to the main campus the branch
colle es in Gallup and E anola and the Los Alamos Graduate
C nter. The full-time equivalent totals -- and this is
basis which the
operates on ra}her than headcount
shows an
Eon the ain camous of
,112 and an alluniversit
E o 15,5 9, which is a 3.2 percent increase. The TE increase s a little bit more than the
headcount increase which is not what
had anticipated
would be the situat on when we fir t made our count after
the May re istration.
I believe that the BEF prediction for us this fall,
and, Bob, ou c n correct m 1
am wrong a out thi ,
was a three and a half percent increase in FTE, so we are
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very close to what the BEF predicted. I thinR you ould
e int r sted to know that the University of e Mexico,
I believe, is the only one of the institutions in the
system that has an increa e in the main cm u
n ollment
and the only one th t has an increase close to what the
BEF predicted. Now, some of the institutions are below
what they were 1st year. N w Mexico State, I think, is
bout even on the home campus and has an inc e e of erhaps two p rcent if their branch campu es
counte
n
for an all-university total.
still
few unproce sed re~istr tions,
it
that the headcount fi ure of 20,123 wil
be increa ed a little bit, and erha s as much as 2 ,~O
hen
the count is in.

I will b
lad to tr
have some on thee reports

t.

PROFESSOR FELDMAN
I would like to know if
BEF took into consideration the in lationary cost of
livin in their rejected al ry increases.
HEADY
To the ext nt that they are t kin that
into account for salaries, it is included in th amount
that I have iven you. Now, how much of that six
they figure is due to the infl tionary factor and
is not I do not know. They didn't et that ou.
unless things ctian e, there is very little, if an
beyond an inflationar factor.
ELDMAN
PROFESSOR
I
the Bud et Review Subcommittee n
before makin
our resentation on salaries.
was set-up, presumabl, specifically for th s

I don't think we did
to just what we should say on that
what that recommendation mi ht nave o en.
indicated, I do not think it ould ti
cal, in an event, to have su
su gest.

Budget Re view Sub committee
of FPC

•
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Wh ther that comm ttee would have felt that eight
~ercent was enou ht ask 1 I am really not sure about that.
I think Vice President Tr velstead can relate more
accurately what happened on th t.
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VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
For our information,
Professor Howarth, we are goin to set up a me tin with
that subcommittee to talk about what our entire request
is going to b to BEF. This has not yet been set. That
is usually the group that looks at the overall bud et
request. Actually, we were not reouested ahead of tim .
lat week when this meetin was held to present an formal
recommendation from the institutions. It turned out that
they asked that morning if there
any · su gestion from
the institutions and I will say, on behalf of our President, he did accept that initative for this institution
and the others, and as a result of that request on the
floor he presented a substantial request. We wer not
asked formally to do it ahead of time but we will h ve a
formal reauest for the BEF, includin all of the points,
and the Budget Subcommittee
it.
HEADY
I think it is important to point out that qwas not a part of the scheduled plan of activitie of the
BEF at this meeting to ask the institutions b for hand to
make a recommendation. What hao ened at thi meeti
was
the first day they had budget uidelines on th a enda,
and they adopted budget guidelines on other matter but
not on salaries. They tabled that.
We got · some indications from members of the Board and
from staff members of the Board that it might be helpful
if the institutions before that was taken off the table the
next orning did try to give some indication as to what
they would like to have the Board do, and that would be
helpful if that was an indication that had support of
several institutions rather than just bein a statement
by on institution. It was on the basis o that advice
that I did do what I reported earlier, consult with the
residents of several institutions so that when I made
that su estion I could ay thev supported me in it nd
that they were in accord with that as a sug estion be ore
the Board.
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m not cr1t1ciz1n
ou
qu st. I
don't kno
h abo t this, but I would like to su~ et
as a matter of principle it might be helpful if the
Budget Subcommittee consult with administrative personnel
as to what we should have and they might have some influence in this.
HEADY
There is no objection on my art, Professor
Howarth, if prior to the similar meeting next year
the BEF, the Budget Subcommittee would like to con
with
administrative officers as to what th t committee would
like to have said at that meeting. Also, I think there
i no reason hy members of that committee, if they want,
could not appear at the BEF meetin itself. It is a
public meetin. Who ets to say what is depend nt upon
what the Board 1 willing to hear, but that certainly is
a possibility. I think, if anything, it would have been
counter-productive if, speaking for this institution or
the other institutions as a whole, the request had be n
made for more than eight percent instead of that fi ure.
As I indicated the Board members' reaction was that it
as unreasonable. We will start thinkin or somethin
that i more reasonable and then we end up with nin
hundred instead of twelve hundred.
PROFESSOR JU
I think Professor Feldman brou~ht
up an interesting point, and I am wondering if it is
possible for the university to make the request on the
cost of living plus phase, because if you ask for an
ei ht percent increas it sounds like a great deal, but
if you ask for it on the basis of cost of living plus
basis, then it may not sound as much.
HEADY
There was a discussion, Professor Ju,
about the point as to what the cost of living factor
ould be, I ttiink perhaps someone else can refresh my
memo~, but I oelieve there were some discussions about
what adjustments should be made in other categories such
as supplie and thins like that and, apo rently, they
were uess1n at about four and a half to five percent,
and I submitted it with somethin~ about that factor to
the s laries. My hunch is if
had taken the approach
you u est they would have said, "Well, that is
a roximately hat the fi ure is, ix percent total,
with maybe five percent of that bein eaten u
s

l .
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inflationary." They were not in too generous a mood so
far as real increases were concerned.
Dean Wollman.
DEAN WOLLMAN
Do you happen to recall what the
stud nt-faculty ratio at Eastern and Highlands was, and
Western?
HEADY
I have those figures here. I can ive you
what was projected for this year and what the estimates
were, as of two weeks ago, for actuals this year. As I
have already said it was 21.9 for UNM, for Highlands it
was 22.6 projected and they were estimated at 20,5, The
reason for that is that although Highlands had not
started its semester yet they were anticipatin a airly
substantial drop in enrollment there.
or Western it . was
projected at 19.0 and estimated at 16.4. There again,
th re is a rather sharp drop in enrollment. Eastern New
Mexico was projected at 21.7 and the estimate was 20,5,
New Mexico Tech was projected at 15.7, It has the mot
favorable ratio and it is related to size. It was e timated
at 14.7,
. If there are no further questions, I will ask Vice
President Travelstead to come in on those other m tters.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President and members of the
faculty, before I do that I want to add one point. I
made a special request to the Board of Education 1 Finance
for an appropriation to help remove inequities in women's
salaries. Now, part of this was recorded in the paper.
I am speaking really for this institution. We have done
good deal of researcf on it. Mr. Hendrickson has been
working on it for som:fime using certain variables. It
doesn't mean they will all be eoual, but removin inequities which are rather difficult to defend. Our
figure for that was $78,000.00. I asked the Board to
consider that as a general principle, and there was a
restern
much 1 sser. amount for Highlands and Eastern.
has no problem because they are on a salary schedul
with specific increments. All assistant professors make
the same and so forth. Tech says that it ha so re
women that it is not a problem. I told him he as goin

Women's
Salaries
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to have another problem pretty soon if he didn't mplo
some of themJ The Board listened very nicely and then
went to th next item on the a enda so I really don't
know how much they listened, but we do intend to do as
much as we can out of whatever w et, and to follow u
step we hav taken for each of the last four years and
our record is clear on this. We haven't been able to do
a great deal but we have done so ethin on b half of
wome 's salaries in each of the last four years and we
will try again to help alleviate it as much as we can
with wh t we get.
briefly on thre or four items and
then answer any questions you may have and I think these
should be of particular interest to you and, certainly,
in some cases critical to the llniversit .
The first has to do with the confidentiality of
Confidentj culty r cords. I sent all of the member of the facult y alitv of fac about three -or four months a o a ietter describin what
ultv Records
had happ ned at that time with
to requests for
reco~ds from the Colle e of En
Many thins
have happened since then and I am
to take just a
minute to brin you u to d te.

r

asked and then asked
again, and then fhsistin, and then later a subpoena from
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for two
categories of materials: One, the complete records of
every faculty member in the Colle e of Engineering that
left the university since 1970; and two, all faculty record in the College of En ineerin, 1nclud1n everythin
that is in those records
everybod that 1s in that
college now. We refused then and have continued to refuse to make these available because we don't consider
them relev nt or mat rial to the oint being pursued by
that commission. Furthermore, we think the confidenti lit y
is important to you.
1th the Facult
Policy Committee and I don't want to o much into deta1
right now, except that it then ent to the Federal Court
under Jude Bratton, and I went to Santa e nd sat
throu ha session with Jude Bratton. He now has it
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under con ideration and has asked .the lawyers concerned
fo additional opinions about asking for all records without
b
s ci 1c for certain things. I really don't know
how to red ct the outco e bu it is in Jude Bratton's
court rignt now and I am ure we will have some kind of
a decision on it pr tty soon.
to cover several items and any questions you
of these I will be gl d to respond to them.

0
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During the summer I was invited to spend some time
with two university legislative committees. One was the
University Study Committee and Representative Carbajal i s
the Chairman of that committee and I would say, in
eneral, the attitude, atmosphere and whole approach or
that committee is much more favorable to the institutions
and certainly much more obje~tive and understandin than
it has been in previous years. I tried to promote that
understandin. That d y they were interested in two
particular topics and asked for a re ort on them which I
will later send back. One is on faculty load. When
asked what concerns you mot about the university and
what would you like for this committee to give some time
to,.._and this was asked of each institutional representative A my two points were to have that committee understana better than it apparently has in the past what
the role of the university is, what it must be about, and
what results from time to time when a good university
pursues those objectives. This has to do with the whole
matter or what each or us is doing here, teaching, research, and other things that have to be carried on with
a good deal of freedom. There was some discussion on
that but not much .
The other was my su gestion that committee make
every effort to understand what faculty members do and
how they send their time, because after four years of
study of this I am convinced that they are busy people,
they are doin worthwhile thins and we have records
to show that, but uite often it po sup in the Legislature when someone's buddy is teachin two classes and it
is aid in sort or a lau hin
a on the floor -- and I
am sure you have heard his -- "Well, this uy works only

Le islative
Un versity
Study Committee: Faculty
Load
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six hours a we k." So I a ked their con~1derat1on of
these to points, and th attitude nd tmosphere, I
thought, was very conducive in that they did ask for
reports on faculty load and outside consulting. I sent
the reports on both of th se and I will be glad to answe r
any questions which you may have l ter.

0
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Legislative Fi Then with the Legislative Finance Committee I was
nance Committee:
th only institutional repr.e entative there. Mr. McRecruiting
and
Connell of the BEF was there. They wer.e interested in
Movin~
Expenses;
three topics: R cruiting expenses when we bring peoole Sabbatical
from other parts of the country for interviews and the
Leaves
xpense involved in that. Then later the money that the
universities make available to such people when they are
employed to help with their moving expenses to Albuquerque
from wherever they live. They asked for and we talked
about some of these matters. They asked for a report on
that and we have since sent back a report on th tota l
amount we have spent on those two items. Last year,
72-73, if you are interested, it is $133,000.00 that this
university spent in those two areas, the recruiting expense, paying candidates travel and local expense, and then
later the way in which we help them with their movin
expenses. A report to that committee has been sent on
this matter.
They brought up in those two connections -- and, by
the way, those two matters are not· settled statewide -they brought up the legality of the inconsistency of the
hi her education institutions a ain t other state a encies·
and they brought in the Attorney General's decision which
said it is unconstitutional, and it was brought out -- I
have forgotten who started it but I sure underscored it -the Attorney General's opinion on that, about the illegality, and that the unconstitutional nature of it was
related just to the fact that higher education institutions would have that privile e and other state a encies
would not. That is the part he said would be unconstitutional. They were simply stating this and how it will
come out later I don't know. I think other a encies wi ll
demand the same right the universities and colleges have,
say, they have a candidate they want to look at from
Chica o, and they will have a ri ht to br1n~ him here.
)

'
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What this committee doesn't Know is that some of
the agencies have done th t and I don,t know quite how
thy describe it in their expenses for the ear.

,

The third topic pur ued in that committee was sabbatical leaves. Thi
ot a lot of publicity in~the pa e r
and I don't want to go into details. It did h
e around
releases made recently about discussions about the sabbatical leave in the case of Vice Presid nt Stone who,
as you know, accepted a position with the Federal Government and did not return. I really don't wartt tor e t
some of the statements which reveal d misunderstandin,
ignorance· and just total noncompreh n ion of what as involved in such cases. There were some members of that
committee who think it is just lainly ille al and cheating to go off and take another job.
0

I
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They asked for a report on the sabbatical leaves
that we have had and I did come back and et it. We have
most of this put together, but if you are interested in
the specifics of it, which I think are pretty convincing
that our present policy is indeed a rather sound one s and
out of 214 sabbatical leaves in the last five ear at
this institution, only three persons out of 214 accepted
positions somewhere ~lse at the end of that sabbatical
leave. Two or three died. Two or three retired. We had
ten altogether who didn't return, but only three of those
ten accepted positions at other institutions.
Since that time, and this is the last part of it,
LFC . wrote to the Reents of all the in titutions in
the state and said in essence, "How do you view your
present sabbatical leaves? Do you ex ect to chan e them?"
There was some sort of a comment in there such as, "Would
you rather change your saobatical leave than hav the
Legislature do it?" I am not being facetious. It wasn 't
too subtle either.
I would like to report, without oing into detail,
that our Regents are ready to respond to that and the
substance of the response -- it hasn't be n sent et, but
I think they wouldn't mind the facult known it -- is
in support of our present policy. Th whole principl
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of sabbatical leaves plu the und rstandin that oeoole
will return is in the pro osed r sponse to the LFC fro
the Regents from this institution, but our
are
also saying
that we do not think we hould
itional
/"'\
contract al stipulations in order to require somebody
to return or reimburse the university or the money they
got.
New Mexico State representatives were there that day
and some ref rence was mad to the tron policy N
Mexico State had in this matter, and I asked a representative of New Mexico State, "We 1, h v you h d nybody
not to come back from sabbatical leaves?" "Y s,
have."
"Well, where did that person go?" "That person w nt to
California." By the way, Paul Davis, who is a roe sor
of English, was the one he told m. I said, "Your olicy
says they are supposed to come back or pay you. H
collected any money?" "No, we have been tr in
and a half years to collect it but we haven't collecte
it, so we think we will drop it."
It was brought out further in that discussion that
even if an institution did do that, coll ctin the money
would not be very fruitful.

rt

The Regents have carefully con idered wh
member who wants sabbatical le ve shall be re
return to the university. Our present policy does not
include such a specific requirement, and our long study
or thi matter has eonvinc d us that e should not chan
our policy in this r spect. In recent ye rs sabbaticals
have b en ranted with the expectation that the f c lt
member going on leave will r.eturn to the universit for
continued service. Our statistic re ated to sabbatical
at UNM show clearly that our assumptions about the likelihood of persons returning have been valfd assumptions.
I will be happy to answer any questions on these
three topics that you may have.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
like to commend ou
and the Regents on what you hav just reported to u on
sabbatical leaves, but I would like to have you o back
to the outside consulting problem and give us a little

Consulting
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more inf ormation on t hat.
of the rumors I hav e he ard
is that we are go1n to start reportin to the univ rsit y
ho
es end our evenin sand our weekends! I am a consultant rather re ularly. I go to Lobo football and
basketball games and I wonder if I am oin~ to hav to
start reporting back.
HEADY
services.
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TRAVELSTEAD
in tructions,
I now, to do that,
You know, rumorcs
around. There is a roup working on
tr comp n tion
and th s m tter is still being ursued by the faculty and
the Regents and the administration and it is till bein
pursued, so I don't want to say how that is comin out,
but I think there is going to be no substantive ch nge
from what we now have. The guidelin is rather gener 1,
but I a sume that is not oin to be chan ed in substance.
I know of no uch other activity under a or planned.
~r

there any other questions

1c ?

PROFE SOR WILDIN
There was a statement th t came
last year about not havin a sabbatical leave and
leave or absence back-to-back hich would be for five
succ ssive t rms.

Sabbatical
Leaves and
Leaves Without
Pay

TRAVELSTEAD
et adopted a
revision of th t.
President to
submit a revision of the leave without ay which would
incor orate several princi les~ one of which was no
back-to-back leave without ay before or after sabbatical .
The Regents are inclined to feel the should not have
them for two successive years but whether they attach
other time periods to that I don't know.
rf
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HEADY
TRAVELSTEAD
They have two
talking about back-to-back leaves
are talking about two years.

They are
usually we
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HOWARTH
What ar th objections that have been
raised about back-to-back sabbati als or back-to-back
leave without pay?

b

TRAVELSTEAD
I think the eneral reservation of
the institution has been on· a two- ear ba is. Having
a temporary situatio that is one thin. The Regents,
as they expressed it in the eetin
her they asked the
President to submit a plan, would prefer rather that these
would be spread further apart. I really don't know but
I think probably the greatest point is the total time
away from the institution where the osition is kept open
and has to be ke tin a tern orary status. I think that
is probably the greatest point.
r. Heady or somebody
else may have additional comments on that.
PROFESSOR WALKER
What has the administration's
position been concerning this point and in discussin it
with the Regents? If the R,e gents1 reason for wanting this
change is no more substantial than what you hav
iven,
I would hope the admini tration is resisting it.
TRAVELSTEAD
Well, if you are asking me, I haven't
taken any strong position to the contrary because I don't
think it is really a major item. I think it is like any
other rule ,and there is an exceptional case, like you have
in any other rule, re ulation, policy and in our handbook
or anywhere else under proper consideration that can be
excepted. All things bein equal, I think it is not good
for the institution for
erson to be away that lon~.
Very · few people are, Mr. W lker.
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HEADY
I ml ht sa on that that this olicy
directive from the Re nts rew out of their consideration of this specific case where a sabbatical was being
requested for a y ar immedi t ly ollowin a year of
leave without pay. The admin tr tion recommended on two
successive occasions that it a rove th t sabbatical, so
this was certainly not the e ents' res onse to a recomm ndation of the administration.
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is at the Regents' meetin
and I would welcome any
argument that he would want to make. I don't remember
what comments were made at the time, but t this point
I think the faculty should kno that the e ent have requested that a chan e in language be written into our
leave policy which would prohibit back-to-bac laves
unless there is an exception made to the eneral olicy
which I hope would be done in certain cases.
Professor Cottrell.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL
On this question of not having
two-year leaves and when one has a two- ear leave it is
extraordinary, but I think it becomes extraordinary wh n
it becomes three years, four years. In those case it you
are away for more than two years or three years, then in
some of those cases you are expected to resign.

V

.t ' no

I think the one- ear leave as
policy statement is
unusually restrictive. There will be many case wh re our
faculty, I would hope, would be asked from time to time
to take appointments in Government service and other places
that would bring some prestige to this school, and you,
generally, cannot be expected to take these on a one-year
appointment; and I don't think it is fair to say, "Okay,
we can treat that as a special case," because it rally
puts us in an awkward position from the very beginning .
HEADY
For the purposes of clarification, Marion,
there is lan ua e in the current policy which it is not
intended to be changed, as I understand it, which says,
that under certain unusual circumstances a faculty member
may be given a leave of absence for up to two years. I
do not think the Regents have asked that to be chan ed.
The thing that they have focused on is the undesirability of having, as they see it, a combination
in two successive years of a sabbatical leave.
COTTRELL
What is undesirable about that?
is the argument? Say a professor is doin work he
applied for and he has sabbatical leave, and he i
some work and doesn't finish it that ear, then he
really willing to make a sacr fice so far s this

What
has
doing
is
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univer 1ty is cone rned and ay, "I liould like another
y ar." It oesn't cost the university a dim. He is
fully expected to return. What is und 1rable about that?
What is undesirable to the Regents about that if it is
working for the benefit of that particular prof ssor and
in the loh run may well work or the benefit or th
university, and I think it puts our faculty in aver
awkward position to have to go in there and ask them for
a special consideration or those conditions.
PROFESSOR KARNI
I would like to support
argument. It counts as a leave or absence.
HEADY
That is an illustr tion of a situ tio in
which a leave without pay for up to two years would still
be possible.
KARN!
I understood at that m
docum nt wa circulated d d not even
of absence for service abroad" nd it
or two y ars with maximum underlined.
be wrong.

etin~ in which th
ave the or
"le
st1 ul ted a maximum
Now, I may again

HEADY
That change is contem lated.
language says two-year leav s may be ranted
possibility of a third-year extension. As I understand
it, the Reents do want to have two years.
KARN!
The request for leave or absence
vice abroad is completely not mentioned in the
proposal?
HEADY
situations where we ay a
but not beyond two years.
TRAVELSTEAD
It will remain in the faculty handbook under th section on foreign service and that type
of leave, and I have heard nobody su est that we take it
out.
HOWARTH
in

9-25-73

to propose a change of policy which will normally forbid
this; and, second, would it be in order for me to make a
motion to the effect that the faculty expresses its
opposition to this~
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HOWARTH

I understand .that.

TRAVELSTEAD
It was not initiated by th administration. The Regents asked the President to rewrite the
policy and they included this as a point and that i what
e are now atte pting to do, but we are not initiating a
requ st.
HEADY
As I understand it, the Reents have requested the administration that we draft a policy statement 1th certain stipulations to it and we. ar doin that.
If the faculty wants to go on record about this I think
that is quite in order.
HOWARTH
In that case I am oin to make a motion
that it is the consensus of thi faculty that the change
in the leave policy which would expressl forbid conecutive leaves of absence without pay and sabbatical
leave .is highly undesirable.

n ad

Would you state it again?

srij' n.t

d
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V

HOWARTH
It is the opinion of the faculty that
the change in the regulations relating to leave which
ould forbid consecutive leav.es of absence without pay
and sabbatical leaves is undesirable.
Is there a second to the motion?
(Seconded.)
You have heard
is there any discussion?
PROFESSOR LOGAN
I think it is quite irresponsible
of the faculty not to entertain possible re sons or the
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attitude of the Board of Re gents. For example, one of
t he things that can happen is that the senior pro f essor
goes on sabbatical, entertains t he po sibili t y of ge t t i ng
a job, is offered a job, and in terms such as we have c an
continue for a year, so he goes on leave without pay f or
a year, holding the university committed to him unti l he
gets tenure at the school he is going to.
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It seems to me that there are reasons, s o lon a s
there is an opportunity to give special dispensat ion, the
concept of saying that we don't aoprove of normally doing
that kind of thing is very appropriate. Now, if you th i nk
you can give me a reason why you should have two years, put
that in. That is, put in the reason why you should do
something affirmative, but to say to the Board of Reents,
"We Just want to do things our way," I think is not very
diplomatic on the part of this faculty.
HEADY

Is there any further discussion?

PROFESSOR JONES
leave?

Are you speakin

of back-to-back

LOGAN
We got rid of a man we wanted to et rid of
on tenure and I am sure the administration and the Board
of Regents would approve of that as an example.
HEADY
There is one other consideration that I
do · recall having been mentioned, Professor Howarth, is
the concern about leaves of absence without pay from which
the faculty member did not return and accepted a permanent
position at the institution where he had one on a leave
without pay, so that is certainly on concern, and that
is the situation they are trying to avoid,if possible,
having that occur .
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ADAMS
I had occasion to write a memorandum las t
spring about this because the College of Fine Arts has
some rather specific needs.
e have a very large number
of painters, musicians, creative artists in other fie ld s ,
theater, who are b ter te c er.s
if they spend a ood
deal of their time workin and some of that work is done
in New York .

.q
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We had an arrangement \'11th Prof essor J ohn Kacere where
he was on leave one semester. without ay . He mana ed to
scrape by without it. I t was av r s ns i ble arrangement
so far as the university was concerned .

can see t he Regents poi nt or view and I think the y
are absolutely reasonable in not wantin to ha e neogle to
use leave of absence and do ob shoopin~. They are absolutely reasonable . in feelin that perha sin certain
circumstances a sabbatical and leave without ay b ck to
back might have been abu ed, but ~ ould hope the policy
would not be so restrictive that it prevents creat i ve
artists -- and I would include artist in that too -- f r om
workin in their professional fields primarily in N
York and perhaps also in Europe. I know Professor Robert
in music go~s to Vienna, and Professor Frederick , t he former
conductor of the orchestr, likewise did, Profe ssor now
of the music department and they try to do a s much as t hey
can. To prevent peo le from havin this firstclass
creative experience in a major world center, the y are
simply going to be poor teachers as a result and I think
the Reents will be impairing the . program if they are too
rigid in how they apply this polic, whether, it is changed
or not.
I
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HEADY
Professor Thorson. I mi ht say at t he firs t
meeting I have some trouble reco nizing pea le immediately
because you have changed your hairdo.
PROFESSOR THORSON
I have an interesting ouestion.
was informed while I was in Oxford that the Reents had
discussed this question and I was upset until I found out
that they weren't oing tot ke any action until this
alias I had hoped to address myself to the uestion.
I would not under the olic which is now pro o ed been able
accept the ulbri ht appointment; the Fulbri ht
professors were received or the ear 1971-72. I t would
not even have been possible for me to a oly. I think
that would nave been a loss to me nd I hooe it would
have been a loss to the univer ity. I think I learned
a lot in my Fulbright year and was able then to pursue
my research the next year on
sabbatical leave, which
was approved in advance- I think it would b a re 1

.q
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mistake for this faculty not to o on record as opposed
to the general proposition that back to back leave· and
sabbatical is to be the new policy of the Reents.
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I think the otion Prof ssor
Howarth ·suggested i~ a mistake. It seeis to me as Dean
Adams pointed out that we need lan uage here that is more
flexible and contingent to different cases. Therefore, I
would like to offer a substitu e mot on.
I would like to move that the administration
out suitable langua e concerning this point in consultation with the Academic Freedom Tenure Committe .
'I

FACULTY MEMBER
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the motion.

HEADY
I am not certain that
Professor Howarth's motion or not.

s a substitute for

HOWARTH
May I say, I suooort that, and ht ver the
committee considers is necessary a a substitute .
HEADY
The other thing I would point out is that
the administration has been asked and it will draft 1 ngua e
of the kind we have been talking about. I have no objection
to wo~Jd.ng also with the Academic Freedom Tenure Committee
on anguage that committee would prefer. I have not been
asked by the Reents to recommend langua e to them and I
don't intend to.
You have the substitute motion and it has been
seconded that the administration should work out suitable
language with the Academic Freedom Tenure Committee and
in consultation with that committee. I guess suitable
means suitable to that committee and the facult?
SCHMIDT

to the ty e of thin
to me to be
y important
the faculty
this
iscussion on the

s.
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s ubstitute motion?
!3

(No discussion.)

l
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HEADY
Are you ready to vote? All in favor say
"aye," opposed, "no." The motion has been adopted.
there any other questions on items reporte d on?
( o response.)
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I think I should mention that the University Study
Committee has just started on a round-up of colle ge
campuses and they will be on this campus on October 9 and
10. They are working primarily with the student overnments on each campus as to their schedules. I have re orted
and conferred with Professor Regener about time, I believe,
is set aside on that schedule for faculty members to meet
1th this committee.

Legislative
University
Study
Comm. ttee

Professor Regener.
PROFESSOR REGENER
I understand the students are
making th arr gements ad they will make the Student
Union available and they will be available for one hour
and then to all other members for one hour.

'I

HEADY
I think that is on Wednesdav afternoon,
the 10th of October, and I believe it is three to four
o'clock from the schedule I saw.
REGENER
It is not a kind of formal meeting.
is just for everyone who would like to o there.

It

HEADY
All right, we will precede then to Item
Reolacements on
Number 6. Replacements on standing committees and on the University Community Forum
University Community Forum. Professor Hillerman, I
and Standin
understand, is making this report. Is he here?
Committees
PROFESSOR HILLERMAN
This will be brief and I
think I can make it from right here. We have five
committee actions. First is the Community Forum. The
nominations are Harry Bas hart, Arnold Koschmart", John
Ara on and Doctor Wayne Pace.
~
0

IJ
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I would move that thes
the Communi t y Forum.
HEADY
OV .s'l rt

.b j'ao
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I s t here

FACULTY MEMBER

ns~

HEADY

• 0

nominations be approved for

s econd .

I second the motion.

Is t here any di cu sion?
(No discussion.)
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HEADY
All in favor say "aye;" opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
This rounds out the faculty continent for the forum.
I think the other members were elect d 1st spring .
HILLERMAN
The second action is the nomination of
Edwin Caplan of Business and Administrative Sciences to
replace Francis LeBaron of the Medical School as Chair an
of the Curricula Committee, with Doctor LeBaron remaining
on the committ e . as a member.
I move the a proval of that.
FACULTY MEMBER

,n
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Seconded.

Is there any discussion
(No discussion.)
HEADY
All in favor
The motion is carried.
HILLERMAN
The third is a motion to add George
Miller of the Library to the Curricula Committee- Professor Miller is the choice of the Librari faculty for this
position.
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Is there any
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(No discussion.)
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HEADY
All in favor say "a.ye;" opposed, "no."
The motion is carried .
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HILLERMAN
The ourth i
Priola of the Schoo o Med cine
of the School of Medicine on the
This again is a recommendation rom
School or Medicine.
I move the approval of that.
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FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

n

motion?

Seconded.

Is there any discussion on the motion?
(No discussion.)

HEADY
All in favors y "aye;" opposed, "no. 11
The motion is carried.
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HILLE MAN
The fifth has an explanation which oes Student
with it. It is the nomination of Professor Guinn of
Publications
Mathematics, Bron Lindsey, o Lan ua s, and Evelyn Won, Board
of Library, to serve on the Student Publications Bo d.
This nomination wa made by th Polic Com ittee.
This motion was made b Professor Woo house or it mi ht
have been made by rofessor Proue -- it was made b
Doctor Woodhouse that thee nomination be r ected.
The faculty rejected the nominations and sent them back
to the Policy Committee. Tne Policy Committ
ha reconsidered. It has discussed this throu ti
ubcom ittee
with Doctor Woodhouse, with Doctor
nd with Docto
Prouse. It has also discusse the robl m that led to
this action with the Chairman o the Board of Student
Publications.
nave reache an under tandin, I think,
that is satisfactory to all concerned, and Doctor Woodhouse
has told me th tin light of this unde tandin he would
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withdraw his opposition t this renomination and, therefore, the Po l ic y Committee r esubmits these names in ho pes
that this situation that led to this misunderstandin ha s
been resolved.
, n1

b ,0
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I move these nominations be accepted
DOCTOR PROUSE
As a point of clarification, I wi sh
to state that this was not based upon any conclusion of my
own, but me~ely to save the faculty time in the facu ty
meeting because I felt them tt r needed mores udy. As I
personally understand it, the decision ar ived at has been
uite a isfa ctor y .

om

rld'

could be

OFESSOR JE PERSON
privy to the solution.

o

HEADY
If it does not involve a lon
I would like to hear it.
~

o j orn 9rl

DOCTOR WOODHOUSE
point.

o no "'

HEADY
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recitation

like to s eak to that

Yes .

i

WOODHOUSE
One of the reasons why I withdrew my
objections to the people who had been nominated in the
first place wast at there were two lon -range problems
that I perceived that gave rise to this. One, was the
problem of the relative inadequac of th pres nt code
and cannons governing the publication of the Lobo as th
thing now stands. The other was the problem of the lines
of authority that overn the Student Publications Board
itself. It is the most anomalousl placed board on the
campus so far as responsibilities are concern d. Both
of these problems, I feel, must b dealt with throu h
con ultation first of all with th Student Publication
Board, and if I fin that I cannot be satisfied by any
consultation that I have with them then I will b perfect ly
happy to bring the whole pnoblem back tote faculty.
HEADY

Is there any further discussion?
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The motion is
We next go
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Dean Wollman an

DEAN WOLLMAN
The College of Arts and Sciences has Ma or and
Minor
in
approved an under raduate major and an
er raduate minor
Lin~uistics
in Linguistics and I would lik Prof
P 1 ky to ex 1 i n
the program.
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rections to the
PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
There ar
copy that has been included in the inutes of this Faculty
Meetin. That is on Pae 8 of the m terial th t w nt out
before the meeting.

1

I

On the second line, the phrase "21 in required
courses, 15
electives' should be in parenthesis.
In the ninth line after Anthro 3131 should be added

405.
In the twelfth line
placed by Navajo" 401.
Swahili 110 should
to the criteria.

The basic point I tiould
slightly different than the u
natur of the Din uistics

be omitte, and
snot specific

we

the s ecial
cribed
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to the faculty last se ester we considered the courses
listed in other departments as being courses that for
all purposes will count as el ctives within our Lin uistic Department or program. That is to say, the
curses
are in areas or the study of an uages that could be taught
presumably by a large Folk Linguistics De artment. All
are trying to do is to make sure the Linguistic De artment maintains its rel tionship with other dep rtments
that we list here and ar taught by lingui ts in othe
departments as part of the majo~.

rl

I

I move the apnroval of the major
tics.
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HEADY
All in favor
The motion is carried.
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Is there any discu sion?
(No discussion.)

ru

biuorl~ JEI

Seconded.

We now move to Item Number 8, a Report on the Division Report of Division of
of Public Administration. Professor Zepp r.
Public Administration
PROFESSOR ZEPPER
My r port 1 attached to a cop
of the Minutes of this Faculty Meeting. All I ould like
to say at this time is the Polle Committe 1 still 1
the process of searching for a ne Director. Several o
the members were away this year and as soon a t e committee
formally meets it will continue its sea ch for a Director
for the Division of Public Administration.
ave a
TRAVELSTEAD
In the Spr1n a
reed at tliat
three-year report on this ro fsion
time to give a report and have a report before the faculty
one year later so we could keep up with this program.
HEADY
Next on the agenda is an announcement
concerning Center for Research Librarfes. Dean Harve .
DEAN HARVEY
This item was held over from the
spring agenda and we think it is important to the library

Announc
Regard
Center for
Research
Libraries
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and we think it should be im ortant to you .
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When I came here it was quite clear that there was
widespread criticism of the library because of the small
book collection. Well, we have done two thing in th
antim to try to improve the size of the book collection
available to the faculty and students. The first thin
was one that you participated in very directly the book
bond issu which ~ voted into effect in November, which
im roved our book budget for thi year and for the ollo
ing four yea:m. The second was we Joined the Center for
Research Libraries in Chicago. The Center for esearch
Libraries is a storage library for research material
which you can get cces to only by joinin and payin
your dues. We joined this o t spring and we are now
able to us their book collection which is quite large.
They have three main volumes listing specialized research
material such as foreign newspapers, foreign documents,
dissertations in large numbers, that sort of thing which,
r sumably, are useful to research pro ects on university
campus s.
We just want to urge you to take advantage of this
new service. We think we hav added three million new
books to our collection. We are aware, however, o the
fact that our inter-library loan business is goin up
rather rapidly. We made double this fiscal year the
bu iness which w had last year, but there has been no
!despread use of the facility of the Center for Research
Libraries . I think we passed around leaflets like this
to you through the mail this summer or earlier this fall,
which described in brief form the contents of the Center
for Research Libraries. I urge you to read this booklet
and if the content or this library would seem to b helpful to you we would be glad to work with you n obtainin
this material for the use of your own research and that
of your students. Any of you who don't have copies of
it, I will be glad to provide copies to you after the
meeting.
Thank you.

'.
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PROFESSOR MERKX
I read the booklet, but there i
one point I don't remember finding in the booklet and that
is how do you find out what books they hav?

1,

HARVEY
We have a catalogue of their holdin sand
we can show that to you and you can look at it any time,
and we can tell if you want somethin
hether they have it
or not. You can tell that from the catalo ue and we can
TELEX them if you can't find what you want and they will
send us a message back very quickly.
MERKX

;tn V
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j
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Thank you.

HEADY
We now have the~ogres report b th
Pro p;r ess Report
Ad Hoc Committee on the Faculty Senate. Profes or Nason by Ad Hoc Committee on Facult
has prepared this.
Senate
PROFESSOR NASON
Pursuant to the ener 1 facult
resolution of May 8, as amended, the ad hoc comm1tt eon
the faculty senate consistin of seven elected members and
the chairrren of the Policy Committee and the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure initiated deliberat on on
May 22 and continued to meet throughout the summer to the
extent that a quorum could be obtained. To date, six
meetings have been held durin which the committee has
reviewed considerable documentation including models of
academic structures from other institutions and has discussed many of the central philosophical issues involved
as well as formulae for adequate representation of the
various constituencies.
At this Juncture the committee feels that it is fa
enough along in its deliberations to be able to present a
first draft for the structure of a faculty senate at the
University of New Mexico to be distributed by mail to all
members of the faculty by October 15th. The Committee
will request written reaction from the facult in ntipation of scheduling meetin s with the faculties of
departments and colle es between October 15 and the last
day of Sem~ster I.

0

no

The Committee fully ex ects to have in the h nds
or all faculty a definitive , recommended proposal for a
faculty senate by the first week of Semester II, pur uant
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to its original charge.
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(No response. )
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Are there any questions of Professor Naston?
......._,

I

HEADY

Is there any other business.
(No response.)

FACULTY MEMBER
meeting.
srl
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rt 'IO s1o
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I make a motion that we adj ourn this

HEADY
There is a motion to adjourn.
second to that motion?
FACULTY MEMBER

I s t here a

I second the motion.

HEADY
All in favor say "aye; " opposed, "no. "
The motion is carried. This meetin is now adjourned.
P .m . )

(The Faculty Meeting was adjourned atJ:5 0 o'clock,

Respec t fu l l y submitt ed ,
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The University of New Mexico
Office of Admissions and Records
Candidates for Degrees
July 27, 1973
COLLEGE OF AR.TS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Caroline Monks Aiken
Stephen Dale Bamford
Sarah Ann Bird
Paul Alan Brehm
Larry Duane Collinsworth
Laird Charles Cross
Allen R. Dart
Wayne Howard Davis
Kathleen Frances Doherty
Charlene Dee Edwards
Charlotte Anne Elliott
John N. Fernandez
Maria Beauregard Fernandez
Deirdre Elisabeth Gallery
Jack Joseph Gardner
Nancy Lee Gardner
Phillip B. Gonzales
Mary Josephine Grasso
Harry Stephen Harbin
Richard Leo Hogan
Patrick Francis Hyland III
Susan Jane Joseph
Morgan ·Abbitt Kash
Robert Bruce K~lley
Charles Newcolli> Kelsey
Dennis Yern, Jr.
Gary Givhan Lister
Linda Sharon Lucero
John Earl Mackey
Robert Gerard Marcotte
JoAnn Eleanor Martinez
Anthony Thomas Mattson
Carl Winston McCargo
@Patricia Ann Mcllvenna
:uth-Ellen Miller
andolph Charles Moredock
Stephen Musselman
GCehorge Langford Myers, Jr.
arles Donald Noland
Patricia
Ann No
D •
rman
avid Ottinger
Joan Marie Pearl
:avid Edward Pedneau
arbara llutb Poynor

Major
History
Psychology
Psychology
History
Geology
Spee~h Coumunication
Anthropology
English
English
Psychology & English
English
History
Spanish
History
Psychology
Spanish
Sociology
History & English
Anthropology
Geography

English
Geography
Ptychology

English
Spam.sh

Minor
English
Anthropology
History
English
English
Theatre Arts & Soc
Biology
Philosophy
History
None
Psychology
English
tllsic

English
Speech C0111DUnication
English
Philosophy
None
Sociology
Mathematics
Political Science
History
Sociology
P•ychology
Linguistics

History

Geography

Geography
Sociology
History
Econoaics
Spanish
Anthropology
Psychology

Geology

Psychology & English
Aathropology
Psychology
History
English
Journalism
Anthropology
Anthropology
Journaliaa
History
Anthr9pology

@aaa.gna cwa 1aude in Psychology

Biology
Anthropology
Mathematics
Linguistics

Sociology
Sociology
Hone

English
Special Education
English
tllsic

English
Art History
Art

English
Raval Science·
Spanish

058
aachelor of Arts (Contir.ued)
Steven Bryan Pratt
Jlayaood Putnaa
Karth& Ann llothatein
Jlobert David Schickler

Margaret Anne Senter
Villard Lee Steinsiek
carol Skoog Stueber
Harry Jaaea Tafoya
llonaa Lael Telfeyan
Eugenia Grace 'Ihoenen
lti.chael Livingston Utter
Anita Consuelo Valdez
Hovard Martin Veiss

-2Major
.Journau.. .
Cheaistry
Psychology
Chealstry
Anthropology
History
Biatory
Speech Coalunication & English
Sociology
Sociology
Psychology
Psychology
English

llinor
Sociology

English
Special Education
Biology
French
Psychology
Psychology
llone

Art
English
English
Sociol.>gy
Philosophy

Bachelor of Science
Marcia Davidson Archer
George Andrew Berndt I I I
Donald Douglas Booth
Maura Dorinda Cashion
Candace Donell Cates
Robert Arthur Crook
Arlene Edwina Dieterle
Thomas Michael Dooley
Patrick David Gore
Craig Allen Grover
John Ed Heidrich
John Kalejta
Erwin John lClink Jr.
David Erwin Lang,
Grant Dudley Lawless
David Edson Loy
Richard James Morgan
Lester Ralph Norman, J r.
Brenda Carol Nowlin
Victoria Elizabeth Raehal
Kathleen Shields Sperry

Geography

Hatheaatics
Biology
Bi ology
Psychology
Biology & Art(BA)
Bi ology
Biology
Psychology
Mathematics
Bi ology
Biology
Psychology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Mathematics
Biology
Bi ology
Mathematica
Mathematics

Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
None
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
Physics
Naval Science
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Olemistry
Chemistry
Mathematics
Computer Science
Chelai.stry
Chemistry
Chemistry
History

Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology
Jo Ann ICrohn

Maril yn Therese Grummer
COLLEGE OF

ENGINEER.ING

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Carlos Felipe Salazar 111
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
~ohn Thomas McGuffin
rnesto B.~nteria Medina

Robert McClain Turfler
Ronald Lee Williams

059
Bachelor of Arts {continued)

-3-

COLI.BG! OF EDUCATIOII

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Major
William Barton Beaty
Cecile R.oybal Garner

TESOL

Iii.nor
English
English
TESOL
Anthropology
Spanish
Bone
Bone
Psychology
Business Education
Psychology
Business Education
Psychology
Collllunication Arts Comp.
Sociology
None
None
None
Speech
Spanish

Oirric
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed

Special Education
Bilingual Education
Early Olildhood Stu
Early Childhood Stu
Library Science
Bone
Special Education
Early Childhood Stu
Bilingual Education
Social Science Composite
Early Childhood Stu
Early Childhood Stu
Psychology
Bilingual Ed
Early Childhood Stu
Special Education
History
English
Early Cliildhood Stu
Anthropology
!llsic Education
Art
Bilingual Ed
Bilingual Ed
Comounication Arts Comp
Bone
English
Art Education
None
None
Behavioral Science Comp
Sociology

El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed

Special Education
English
French
Sociology
Collllunication Arts Coap.
TESOL & Engl Lit
French
History
Vivian R.aaona Martinea
Alice .Lucette McClelland Special Education
Speech Collllunication
Luanna Metzgar
Special Education
Peggy Lea Neill
Special Education
Margaret Anne Oglesby
Coaaunication Arts Comp.
n,a Ann R.ay
Janet Richardson
Art Education
Rita Victoria Scaletti
Collllllloication Arts Comp.
Susan Lowman Seely
Art Education
ebor ah Ann Ullrich
Co1111Unication Arts Comp.
Josephine Watt
French
I),a\'\e.. Te.\~?
F Y-a-nc1 s \h omrson
Bachelor of Science in Education

Jo Ann Gladin
bthleen Alice Hagan
Rosemary Sanchez Hunt
Sally Jane Johnson
Josephine Aon Kuntz
Patricia Elaine Martine&

Tamara Anne Bear
Elementary Education
Anthony Blea
Elementary Education
Valeska Angela BliasenbachElementary Education
Janice Everett Carrol l
Elementary Education
Joyce Anita Clements
Elementary Education
Colleen Sue D'Ambrosia
Social Studies C01Dposite
Geraldine Anne Davis
Elementary Education
Ramona Dean
Elementary Education
Sara Lopez de R.amos
Elementary Education
Melba G. Fletcher
Elementary Education
Maran
i
Ford ·
Elementary Education
Fel·lta Annette Lovato Franklin Elementary Ed
L
ucy Garci a
Elementary Education
!obert Gonzal es
Elementary Education
Earleen Anne Harris
Elementary Education
ugenia Houle Hennigh
Elementary Education
~lla Kraemer
Elementary Education
E rolyn Tidwel l Laughlin Elementary Education
Elementary Education
8:t~er Etti Benvenisti _
Elementary Education
r ara McDonald
Patri
·
Th cia Mercer
Elementary Education
ce:~r~e Marie Montano
Elementary Education
Vero ~a Navarrete
Elementary Education
Ruth~ca Antonia Olguin
Elementary Education
Deb le Taylor Owens
Elementary Education
Bar:::11 Bradshaw Pacheco Life Science Composite
Pat i a Ann Santee
Elementary Education
· No~cia Louise Scanlon Elementary Education
Mi h R.uthena Secrest
Social Studies Composite
c
ael
Patik
Stepha.
r c Shearer
Social Studies Composite
Diana nt.e Martina Spitzbetg Elementary Education
Mae Warren
Elementary Education

El Ed

- . Q.fiO

Bachelor of Science in Education (Continued)
Major
Eleaentary Education

Debra Lynn Williams

NI.nor
Special Education

Currie
El Ed

Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
Physical
Physi.cal
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Robert E. Chavez
Tony Michael Esquivel
Kathleen M. Garcia
Keenan Lawrence Kloeppel
Gale Karie McNamara
Robert Ortiz
Fred Wayne Ratzlaff
Barbara Ann Roybal
Clarence Lee Vaughn
Michael Wayne Walls

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Athletic Coaching
Span & Ath Coach
Health Education
Athletic Coaching
Biology
Athletic Coaching
Biology
Biology
Biology
Recreation

PE
PE

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

PE

Bachelor of Arts in Recreation
Madeline Lois Dzielak
Michae l Warren Fairbanks
Diana Lynn Ehrman Herrera
Lawrence Leonard Lufkin
Kim Howard Perdue
Jeanne Mary Trautman

Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

None
None
None
None
None
None

Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea

Bachelor of Science ,in Home Economics Education
Ellen M. Higginbotham
Deborah Rae Jones

Home Economics
Home Economics

None
Psychology

H Ee Ed
Ed

H Ee

Bachelor of Science in Health Education
Duane Edward Batte

Health Education

Biology

H Ed

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Education
Arthur Eugene Fishel

Industrial Education

None

Sec Ed

None

Mus Ed

Bachelor of Music Education
James Donald Williams

Music Education

Associate of Arts in Education (Elementary)
Richard Swan

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts
~bert Alan Daniel
ton Friis
~:n ~arilyn Lontz
J nn1e Kay Putnam
ennifer Pri
Blas
ce Rowan
"
Joseph Sanchez
ary Kathleen Sroka

Major
Theatre Arts
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Histoi;y
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio

C

-=s-

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Major
Art
Art

L,avrence Phillip Alcorn
Russell Conner warren
Bachelor of lllsic

Williaa Wayne Osborne

Dorenda :ti>rse
Bachelor of lllsic Education
Donna Helson :ti>ore
COu.EGE OF NUJtSDE

Bachelor of Science in lllrs ing
Elizabe th de Santiago Tarin

laaona Karia Duran
Arthur Stanley Hanzitto

SQIOOL OF BUSIRBSS ARD ADMIHISftATIVE SCIENCES
Bachelor of Business Adainis t rati on
Concentration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
I ndustrial Administration
Industri al Administration
Marketing
I ndus t rial Admf.nistration
Gener a l Business
Finance
Accounting
Ma~keting

%Larry DeWayne Beck
David Chavez, Jr.
James Wendell Foglesong
Robert Lynn Hayes
John Charles Henderson
Steven Bruce Holtkamp
Donna Kersbergen
Eulogia Orton
Stephen Smith
lichard Tribby
UNIVBllSIT~~c:m.LEGE

Bachelor of Univers ity Studies
~~~!...:.~~~:.:.==-=-""'--=;..;;.;;;__.--;Barth William Chudik
'%.Kathleen S. Abbott
Vickie Clements
~chie l Roy Adams
Clarle~ Cloyes
Michael Francis Ahern
Catherine
·
Barbara Cochran
Zamora Apodaca
Stephen Michael Cogswell
7..JConrad R. Appledorn, Jr.
Michael John Collaros
&mes Charles Arieno
Helen Cooperstein
Daniel Libor Baca
Jerry J. Cordova
David Claude Baca
Rebecca Covalt
Paul Louis Bachicha
Stephani Dailey
Carol Joan Bickelman
William. Bishop
I.Larry Wayne Davis
James Franklin Dieck
Jpames Robert Blackwell
aul J
Paula Jean Dorris
D • oseph Bordonaro
'L,Janice Louise Evans
c:Vid Axtell Boyd
Joseph Jeffrey Faulk
~rles Joseph Brideau
Charles Finegan III
R &aret Miller Bryant
Marna Aileen Flynn
Tou1111lda D. Burguete
eresa Bylander
John Randolph Fuller
Cather i ne V. Carnevali
Jerome Ernest Garcia

'Xlt.etroacti

ve t o 5/20/73
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:sachelor of University Studies (Continued)
Alfoaso Garcia-llichaud

Aaaociate of Arts in Ruaan Services

d llartin Gilaore
Marianne ~ e y Grano££
r.tharioe Dewey Gurnee

Connie Lujan Anaya
Charles bbert cadena
.Judy Lacy Esquibel
Dora Chnez Garcia
Betty Bernice Gutierrez

Thoau Lee Ball
Allegra Sari Barrington

chard .J. Barrington

kthleen Mary Baraon
Nary .Jean ll>ntoya

Tonya D. Beile
Laura Elizabeth Bueter
Jerry Duane Bnaphriea
David Allan .Jacobson

Daniel !hoau .Jones
Hartin Lee lleinaan
Harold Eugene Ioeater
Don Ioeater

~

~
George Ni.chael LaYalle
Joan Levy
George Dwain Lindatroa
John Edvard Lisle
Robert Nick Lloyd, Jr.
'1.Stepben Anthony Lonz
Car 1 Lawrence Manfredi
Nancy C&Tol Mason
'ZKargaret Hinton Moore
Augusto Salvador !i>reno Reyes
Karen A. Murphy
Charles Robert lllrray
Eranious McNeil !llrray
Annie D. Nelson
Rita Ann Nephew
1Paul Meredith Ostlie
Richard Francia Perry
Linda Charlotte Petraitia
Karla Jane Pettigrew
Suzanne Pitt
1Paul David Siegel
1Ceorge Franklin Skinner
Elaine Woodward Sat.th
Thavit Sukhabanij
lNancy Pargo ThOIDllS
William ICirk Thorp, Jr.
Keith Allen Tune
Robert Richard Walsh
Mellicent Lee Wauters
Edward Clay Wittkaaper
ltarl Rudy Zuercher

. Linda Darr "Roybal
Pat A. Sanchez
Elaie Iosrrry Sprunk
llarjorie L. Stephena
Dolores v. Villanoeva
_JIUy llna Villiaas

%Margaret Sue

SCHOOL OF MIDICIHE
Doctor of Medicine
Jacqueline Purcell Benziger
lletro
active to 5/20/73

Associate of Science in Laboratory
Technology

Angie Crespin
Mickie Jan Flowers Krell
Lela Patricia Miller
Samette Lynn Gilbert Walls
Ronald Zaragoza

-7-

063
Associate of Arts in Com111nity Services
Juanita Payton
Marcia Quintana
Herbert Benjamin Ramos
Ronald Lee Roberts
Mauricio Armando Rodriguez
Robert Edwin Rogers
Patricia Sue Romero
Jose Orlando Salazar
8.icbard Al. Santiago
Edward Gilbert Suazo
Evangeline Tafoya
Robert Udero

Tillie G. Fierro
Socorro Chavez
carmen Duran
Priscilla M. Ferrara
Barbara Raha Ford
Diana Garcia
Walter Henry Luecke
Mildred Gwendolyn Madison
Hartin Michael Martinez
Therese Martinez
Geneva Miller McPherson
Katherine Martha Nunez
GR.ADUATE SCHOOL

Master of Arts
Ottie Marie Bush Adams
William E. Alsop
Nancy Jo L. A&Es
Patricia Anne Anaya
Robin Sue Badanea
Daniel Carter Banks
Daniel Jacob Barks
&Graham Edward Bartlett
Judy Elaine C:>natant Boucher
Daniel Strickler Boyd
Carter Gordon Brower
Claire lilrphy Bryan
Mary Ellen Butler
Adalino Cabral
Michael Pollard C&peless
Robert David C&stille
Marilyn Sue Olappell
Dixie Lee Chavez
Vickie Ruth Christie
Gary Wayne Clendenen
M. Christine Urquhart Coleman
Shirley Ann Vigos Cox
Shelley Gregory Crowe
S~aron Marquardt Cutrell
William Reed Dasch
Marjorie Ann Detweiler
Colleen Sue Devalon
Mary Jeanne Singleton Dix
~exandra Joanna Sens Dixon
.n1i111.p
· James Doddridge
J
8atuea Charles Donaldson
arbara Ellma Dover
Suzann
N 11 . e Wi laon Doyle
~ 1.e Ruth Edge
An Dudley Edwards
Vithony Joseph Espinosa
ctor Peter Fantozzi

&letroactiveto 12/21/72

~

Elementary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Recreation
Guidance
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Special Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Portuguese
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Guidance
Speech Coamunication
Mathematics
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
French
Special Education
Recreation
Elementary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Art Education
Guidance
Art Education
Art Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Special Education
Guidance

064
M.a&ter of Arts ( Contiaued)
Joseph Edvard Fox
Betty Bolton Freeaan
Beverlee Serna Gard
Robert Edvard Gonzalea
Sandra Louise Gordon
Jacquelyn Fairweather Grahaa
Charlene Bell Greth
la.therine Arllijo Gurule
la.tharine Witherspoon Hall
Yvonne Hildagarde Ha.burg
Judith Leigh Harlow
Mary Lou Shelly Hayvoocl
Denise Lynn Heller
~rris Bernard Henrikson
bthryn W. Hertz
Agnes D. Rola
Richard Duane Hovell
Julia Price Howington
Gary Robert Ilson
Leanne Davis Johnson
Frederick Wendall Kaucher III
John Matthew Kedzielawa
Nancy Hults Kennedy
Wanda Lee Kennedy
Sister Martha Ann Kirk. c.c.v.I.
V• Helen Lenox Kirkpatrick
Mildred Naomi Kline
Stefan Watha Kosicki
Thomas Joseph Lascari
Kermit Noble Lee
Jean Carzoo Linn
Earl Wayne Lyon
Dora R. Marroquin
Richard Raymond McBride
R.uth Johnson McGowan
Jaaes Arthur McGrath
ThoJDas Myron McH11gh
Deborah Kim Kinnot;te
Janet Sue Kisanko
Michael Gail Moffett
Robert Montes de Oca
~r 1 Alonzo Montoya
Li aresia Washington Montoya
nd.a Louise Moore
=:nny Adams lllrphy
Miave Virginia Stevens Helson
kac~ael Thoaas Nicolai
rtlyn Lee O'Lear
Gilb
y
J b ert Orlanclo Ortiz
~ n Patrick Owen
lly Page
~ed Bishop Park Jr
.rcanc
"'
•
Gerai:• Rich Pepaieller
R.oa
lodger Platt
Ila,.er Thoaas Pray
ry Ann Rackley

-8-

Major
Guidance
Educational Adlli.nistration
Special Education
Guidance
Eleaentary Education
Physical Education
Special Educati~n
Guidance
Secondary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Speech Coaaanication
Sociolog}
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Special Education
Recreation
Recreation
Art Education
Elementary Education
Art Education
Guidance
Special Education
Art
Guidance
Art
Guidance
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Special Education
Art Education
Economics
Guidance
Elementary Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
Art Education
Elementary Education
Special Education
Speech Coaiunication
Elementary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
R.ecreation
Elementary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Special Education

065
ter of Arts (Cont inued)
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uglas Alan R.adohl
anet by R.essllllll
ilyn Iii.al Ritchey
oho David Rivera
carolyn Allen llobinaon
oseph Ectwmcl lloaero
y Helen lloas
l eanor Wilburn Ryan
Irene Ann Sanchez
y J. Baca Sanchez
Sylvia L. Sanchez
anice B. Sanders
carol Yahne Sandusky
en Christine Schwartz
Patricia A. Shaw
Celia Schachter Shore
Jose Guillerao Silva
Joanne Marie Smith
Judy Cumaings Saith
Val R. Smith
Winifred Belle Smith
Joseph John Snyder IV
chael Henry Stuart
Ann Louise Tamminen
Anne Christine Tarleton
Meredith Evans Thompson
William Hanford Tinsley
Nancy Lensen TOIIIBSson
Richard Lee Traiuor
David Robert Truji llo
Rose Marie Ullom
Deborah iynne lhqansky
Robert Joseph Utrup
Judy Ann Evel yn Valdez
Eugene Delbert Valencia
Daniel Vigil
James Vincent Walker
Rober t Gregor y Walsh
Adrienne Larkin Warder
Allen Edward Weh
Deborah Helen Weissman
Betsy Luel Wil l iams
Denise Grace Browning Willi81a8
Wallace Dal e Williamson
Setsuko Yamaahita
Alid Sara Godoy Yeats
Constance Zav~dil
Alay Marie Ziegler

Major
Guidance
Eleaentary Education
Eleaentary Education
Recreation
Eleaentary Education
Secondary Education
Eleaentary Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Guidance
Art Education
Speech Conmunication
Speech Conmunication
Elementary Education
Anthropology
Special Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Art
Guidance
Special Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Guidance
Elementary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Special Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education

Master of Science
Franci
R
s Gene Balderston
Azad Beckwith
J aana
ere C. Blocker
Shirley Bromberg
Suell
Cb
en Thigpen Burke
uan <2ien

Electrical Engineering
Biology
,
Collllunicative Disorders
Biology
Physical Education
Cheaistry

Master of Science ( Continued)
Ann Galloway Crawley
Davi d Bruce Davis
Dani e l Harvey Dough t y
Daniel Joseph Dugan
Fern Elizabeth Ferraro
Charles Burton Fite
Margaret Jane Gill espie
Ronald Lewis Kalinos ki
Richard Willi am Kline, Jr.
Jean Kathleen Kurti s
Carleen Olson Maxon
Robe rt McCormick
Jeffrey T. Mi ller
Ronald Duane Montieth
Henry Warren Noe, Jr.
Wayne Allen Ri ddle
Richard Luver ne Ruets chilling
Clif ford L . . Schroeder, Jr.
Jame s Owen Schroeder
Subhaschandra Kraahnal al Shah
Donea Lynne Carl Shane
Patr icia Ell en Van Dersarl
Rober t Edward Vardeman
Dean Owen Voge
David Paul Wi lliams
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Major
Communicative Disorders
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Chemistry
Communicative Disorders
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Biology
Physics
Conmunicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Biology
Chemistry
Civil Engi neering
Physical Educat i on
Biology
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Electr ical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Health Education
Physical Education
Nuclear Engineering
Physical Educat i on
Physical Education

Mast er of Arts in Teaching Business Subjects
Martha J ani ce Hines

Sara Ann Walsh
Master of Arts in Teaching English

Gayle LaRayne Hove King

Richard Joseph Miller

Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics
Dorothy Virginia Stoy
Mas ter of Arts in Teaching Industrial Subjects
Ricardo Manuel Garcia
William Douglas Larson

Lawrence Medina

Master of Arts in Teaching Science
Gene Walter Harrell, Jr.
Alice Emily Hemingway

Charlie Frank Jackson

Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics
0Ri char d All en Bradsby

@Retroact·
1ve to 12/21/72
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Kaster of Business Adainistration
Louis Robert Sullo

Robert Lee Johnson

Maater of Arts in Public Adainistration
Frank Joseph Ortiz, Jr.
John P. Weber
Thoaaa Peter Zanotti

Charles Eugene Ferguson
Roy Gustavo Gonzales
Jaaes David Kt>glin
Fred V. Meyer

Master of Architecture
Barbara

Richard Lewis Ncl.ae

Bolles Evans
llaater of lllsic

Donald Dean Koller

Florence Lee Doswell
Master of Fine Arts
Stanley John Bowman
Doctor of Education

Major
C&I

Frank Anton Alhelm
Christian Benjamin Sparks

C&I
Doctor of Philosophy

Robert D. Aldr i dge
William Anthony Alter III
Gordon Ear 1 Banks
Arthur Deans Barrett, Jr.
Douglas Kei th Benson
Joseph David Blanchard
Michael Allen Bogan
Grenfell Paul Boicourt
l.elifi.s Michael Brown
Donald C. Burt
Donald John Bush
Alan Baker Campbell
Halcyon Hughes Carroll
Joanne Lewis Cockelreas
Eleanor Greet Cotton
Ann Bush Dunlap
;1ndra Zink Engelke
ewton Creig Fawcett
~lter Allen Ferrel
Y Melvin Floyd
~~id Arthur Franz
J~s Vincent Gambone
n Delfino Garcia
Gerry Dean Gassman
Wir~:e Adalberto Gonzalez
Floydara Duaont Greenfield, Jr.
Do
Eugene Haberkorn
uglaa Wade Hill

i.:

Biology
Medical Science
Physics
Educ: C&I
Romance Languages
Educ: Fdn of Ed
Biology
Mathematics
Education: C&I
American Studies
Art History
Electrical Engineering
Educ: PPS
English
Educ: C&I
English
Physics
Chemistry
Educ;, Fdn of Ed
Educ.li Admin & lt I O!r
History
Educ: Fdn of Ed
Biology
Mathematica
Educ: C&I
Educ;2Adain &-Jl ta
Educ: C&I
Mathematica

Doctor of Philoaophy (Continued)

Michael Rittaan
Lily Chu Huang
Alfred Glen llmlpherya
Kary btherine Jensen

Dale Allen Johnston
Jaaes
Barry
Frank
Jaaes

Michael b r i

Jay Lyona
Arnold Matthews

Paul Miller
Richard Louie Noe•
Marilyn lllrphy
Hare

Anthony Nigliazzo

Paul llicholaa Pavich
be De&ettel Perla
ray Frances Jleinaru

Carolyn lletzger R.eyoolda
Calvin Alexander Roberts
Eloy Louis Romero

Peter Robert Schultz
Michael Edward Seidel
Winfred Bullard Senior
Sue Soellers
Boyd Charles Tatum
Anna Loving Ulrich
Hartin Wolk
Rutherford Clarence Wooten, Jr.
Fun-Min Wu

Andrew Yiannakis

_. 06~Major
Anthropology

Educ: Fdn of .Id
History
Educ: Fdn of Ed
Allerican Studies
Educ: C&I
lledical Science

AaerfS8Jl Studies
Edu~ Adal.n ( a....
.lconoai.ca

Educ: C&I
.Inglish
.Inglish
.lclucaUon: PPS

American Studies
Educ: C&I
History
Educ: PPS
Anthropology
Biology
Educ: PPS
Educ: C&I
Psychology
Educ: C&I
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Physics
Ed9c: C&I
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THE UNIVERSITY OF" NEW MEXICO

DATE:

2 4 September 19 7 3

John N. Durrie
JM:

John Oller, Chairman, Department of Linguistics

eJEcT:

Agenda for the next University Faculty Meeting
The following is our suggestion for the wording of our
item on the agenda as amended and accepted at the Linguistics
Faculty Meeting, 24 September 1973.
CATALOG COPY
THE DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
Major
The major for the B.A. in Linguistics requires a minimum of 36 hours (21 in required courses, 15 in approved
electives) and four semesters of a foreign language or the
equivalent. Required courses are: an Introduction to
Linguistics (Ling 292, or Engl 440), Ling 303, 370, 317L,
417L, 318L, 418L.
Students must complete an additional
15 hours in approved courses which they may select from
the following recommended courses (others may be approved
by the Department of Linguistics): Anthro 313L, 405;
Corn Dis 325, 326L; C&I 480, 481, 482; Sec Ed 430, 436,
440, 441, 442, 445; Engl 436, 441; Mod Lang 480; French
405, 440; German 405, 445; Navajo 401; Span 440, 441, 453;
Math 441; Phil 256, 352, 356, _357, 445; Psych 367, 467;
Sp· Corn 315, 350, 411, 415, or courses in Linguistics.
Minor
The minor requires at least 21 hours of Linguistics
courses:
292 (or Engl 440), 303, 317L, 318L, 370, and
six additional hours selected from the requirements or
approved electives for the major.

070
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THE UNIVERSITY OF' NEW MEXICO

DATE:

September 14, 1973

ro :

University of New Mexico Faculty

~ROM :

Policy Committee for the Division of Public Administration

3UBJECT:

Report for 1972-73
The Policy Committee for the Division of Public Administration
met formally nine times from November, 1972 through May, 1973. A
request for a fourth faculty member in Public Administration was
supported by the Policy Committee. Projected UNM budget and legislative cuts made this addition impossible. It wasn't until the
middle of March that budget revisions made a search for a new director nationally possible.
The PCDPA recommended that the Division of Public Administration continue in its present organizational form for the
1973-74 academic year with a study committee to explore with the
new Director what the best organizational role would be for Public
Administration at UNM. Visiting Professor Donald Smithburg was
recommended for a tenure line position.
After a series of studies and investigations, the following
changes were suggested to the Division of Public Administration:
(1) PA 598 be dropped from the catalogue, (2) the new Director
have some specialization in research methodology, (3) the program
be reduced from 36 to 33 semester hours, and (4) a written admissions policy be developed and discussed within the Division
to be presented to the PCDPA.
A request to add an elected PA student to the Policy Committee was approved by Academic Vice Pr~sident Travelstead. An
election will be held this fall. An open meeting with Public
Administration ·students was held by three members of the PC on
May 1, 1973 to make student input possible.
A dual J.D./M.A.P.A. degree was approved and presented to
the Graduate Committee for their review (approved by the Graduate Committee on September 6, 1973).
An intensive search for a new Director was conducted on a
nation-wide scale. Two candidates were interviewed by administrators, faculty, arrl students during July. One of the candidates was offered the directorship, but he turned the offer
dow~. Professor Albert Rosenthal will serve as Acting Director
~nti~ a permanent director has been selected and can begin perorming his/her duties.

